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Task: Ranking comments on online news services

Goal: Display high quality comments

Problem: `` high quality‘’ has complex factors

Background
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•We have various situations of judging whether a comment is good 
- Indicating rare user experiences
- Providing new ideas
- Causing discussions

• Ranking models often fail to capture these information

How to deal with this problem? → Ensemble techniques
If we prepare many models,
some models can capture these information

Ranking news comments is difficult



Two Basic Ensemble Techniques

Selecting

✓ Denoising lower accuracy model 
✘ Depend on a single model output

Averaging

✓ Make up for other models’ mistakes  
✘ Lower accuracy model could be noise

⨁
Final output

model outputsmodel outputs selected outputs



• Hybrid method using the Pseudo Answer
- Hybrid of an output selection and a typical averaging method 
- Dynamic denoising of outputs via a pseudo answer "̅

Proposed method: HPA ensemble
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similar to the other outputs. This selection is equivalent to selecting the out-
put whose estimated density is the highest in the outputs. PostNDCG calcu-
lates this scoring function: f(r) = 1

|R|
P

r02R sim(r, r0), where sim(r, r0) repre-

sents the similarity between r and r0. The final ranking of PostNDCG is defined
as r⇤ = argmaxr2R f(r). We used the normalized discounted cumulative gain
(NDCG@k) [1] as the similarity function sim(·) to compare each ranker.

2.3 HPA Ensemble
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Fig. 1. Example of HPA.

We propose a Hybrid method using the
Pseudo Answer (HPA). Fig. 1 illustrates
an example of HPA. Here, HPA selects the
top three rankings {r2, r3, r5} that are
nearest to the pseudo answer. After that,
it weights each selected ranking via a scor-
ing function based on the pseudo answer.
The concept of HPA is to denoise outputs
via a pseudo answer r̄, which is repre-
sented by the average of each model out-
put after the L2 normalization: r̄ = 1

|R|
P

r2R
r

||r|| . The scoring function g is
calculated as the similarity between the pseudo answer and the predicted rank-
ing: g(r) = sim(r̄, r). Then, HPA selects the top k models with the highest scores.
The final ranking r⇤ is represented as, r⇤ =

P
r2R̄ g(r) · r, where R̄ is the set of

selected models (rankings).

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset: We used a dataset for ranking constructive comments on Japanese
articles in Yahoo! News3, which was prepared in Fujita et al. [7]. The dataset
consists of triplets of an article title, comment, and constructiveness score. The
constructiveness score (C-score) is defined as the number of crowdsourced work-
ers, out of 40, who have judged a comment to be constructive. Therefore, the
C-score is an integer ranging from 0 to 40. In this research, 130,000 comments
from 1,300 articles were used as training data, 11,300 comments from 113 arti-
cles were used as validation data, and 42,436 comments from 200 articles were
used as test data. In the training and validation data, 100 comments were ran-
domly extracted in each article, whereas in the test data, all the comments were
extracted assuming an actual service environment.
Preprocessing: We used a morphological analyzer MeCab4 [14] with a neol-
ogism dictionary, NEologd5 [20], for splitting Japanese texts into words. We

3 https://research-lab.yahoo.co.jp/en/software/
4 http://taku910.github.io/mecab/
5 https://github.com/neologd/mecab-ipadic-neologd

Remove lower accuracy outputs

Treat  "̅ as an ideal ranking



Step1: Calculate a pseudo answer

Rankings: !

・
・
・

⨁

Pseudo Answer: $̅

Each block represents a ranking score of a comment
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Then, HPA selects the top k models with the highest scores. The final ranking r⇤

is represented as,
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X
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g(r) · r, (2)

where R̄ is the set of selected models (rankings).
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|R|
X

r2R

r
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3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Settings

Dataset: We used a dataset for ranking constructive comments on Japanese
articles in Yahoo! News3, which was prepared in Fujita et al. [7]. The dataset
consists of triplets of an article title, comment, and constructiveness score. The
constructiveness score (C-score) is defined as the number of crowdsourced work-
ers, out of 40, who have judged a comment to be constructive. Therefore, the
C-score is an integer ranging from 0 to 40. In this research, 130,000 comments

3 https://research-lab.yahoo.co.jp/en/software/

Normalize & Average

Ranking scores: r

Model



Step2: Calculate similarity scores of each predicted ranking

Rankings: !

・
・
・

⨁

Pseudo Answer: $̅
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Regard the pseudo answer as an ideal ranking
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3.1 Experimental Settings
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Using NDCG 
for a similarity function



Step3: Calculate the final ranking from similarity scores

Rankings: !

・
・
・
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Pseudo Answer: $̅
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Selecting the top k models
with the highest scores 

⨁
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Final ranking

Weighted average
of selected models 



Dataset:  YJ Constructive Comment Ranking Dataset
Train 1,300 articles, Validation 113 articles, Test 200 articles

(each article associated with more than 100 comments)

Models: LSTM-based RankNet
Prepared 100 different models by random initialization

Metrics: NDCG@k and Precision@k ( k ∈ { 1, 5, 10} )

Experimental Settings
Dataset Link



Evaluation Results

Methods @1
NDCG

@5 @10 @1
Prec.
@5 @10

RankNet 76.35 77.97 79.52 15.0 33.20 42.99
NormAvg 79.83 80.77 82.16 17.08 37.18 46.48
SupWeight 78.64 80.33 81.94 16.28 35.47 46.58
HPA
SPA
WPA

79.87
79.68
79.87

81.43
80.96
81.39

82.33
82.19
82.17

17.08
17.08
17.08

37.39
35.87
37.88

47.34
46.68
46.63

Best single model

Unsupervised baseline

Supervised baseline

Ours
Ours w/o weighting
Ours w/o selecting

This is a part of the results.
Please see Table 1 in our paper if you want to find other baselines. 
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Hybrid of weighting and selecting is effective



Proposed Method: 
- A hybrid unsupervised method using pseudo answers

Result:
-Our method achieved the best performance
- Denoising predicted rankings using the pseudo answer is effective 

Future work:
- Combine various types of network structures 
- Investigate effectiveness of our methods on other ranking datasets

Conclusion


